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Normalization for penalty measurement is an important subject on Chinese 
sentencing reform. Nowadays,the three main problems which exist in the field of 
criminal judgement and penalty measurement become to hot spots which are concerned 
by the public and experts. The problems are too light or too severe on penalty 
measurement,the incontrollable of conducting on discretion and lack of reasons on 
penalty measurement. The reform of normalization for penalty measurement should be 
aimed at solving the above problems. Since the reform began,up to now,it proves rather 
effective. The realization of transforming the qualitative analysis on penalty 
measurement to the quantitative analysis is the important content and achievement in 
the reform of normalization for penalty measurement. Because of it is not the end of the 
reform,any related experience and theory researches are all the necessary and beneficial. 
There are three parts of introduction,main text and conclusion in this thesis. There 
are four chapters of the main text are as follows:the basic connotation of normalization 
for penalty measurement,the basic thinking and primary coverage in the reform of 
normalization for penalty measurement,the basic methods of conducting on penalty 
measurement for penalty measurement,the basic methods of conducting on penalty 
measurement and the normalization for penalty measurement on death penalty and 
executed immediately. In the Chapter One,I revealed connotation in terms of three value 
realms which are as follows:to right the deviations and realize the balance of penalty 
measurement in the way of normalization for penalty measurement,to standardize 
discretionary power,and to improve the penalty measurement system in order to 
strengthen the openness and transparency of penalty measurement procedure. In the 
Chapter Two,I introduced the basic thinking to bring about a reform through 
improvement of penalty measurement methods,seeking unity of penalty measurement 
steps and perfecting the penalty measurement procedure.Combined with the analysis of 
two pilot texts,I summarized and stated the substantive and procedural contents of 
normalization for penalty measurement. The Chapter Three sets forth the quantitative 
analysis of how to judge the penalty for the fixed-term imprisonment through proving 
and making logical the core content of the reform,in the other words,it is the basic 
methods of standardizing penalty measurement. In the Chapter Four,I raised a point that 















penalty. At the same time, I judged the viewpoints of related educational circles and 
analyzed the feasibility of the quantitative analysis on penalty measurement of death 
penalty. It amounts to 20,088characters. 
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